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Department of Speech & Hearing CRC Kozhikode  
Turn talking (part 3) 

Play pass-the-ball game: - Three or more adults/ children/ family members sit in a circle and pass on the ball 

within the circle. Pass the ball after music start playing and stop once music gets stop. Again play music and 

allow everyone to pass the ball from one person to other. 

King and Kingdom Musical chair:  It is traditional game in which everyone goes round – round near the chairs 

when music is on. Once music gets stop everyone need to sit on the chair. The number of chair can be equal 

to the participant but you have to keep only one king size chair and other regular only. So now one by one 

everyone will get chance to sit over the king size chair. The person who sit over the king size chair will be 

pronounced as king others kingdom. 

The instruction to be followed while executing turn taking activities 

 To start with, work on turn taking when you are alone with your child. Its much harder to learn to 

share with two or three brothers 

 To ensure that your child does take turns, be in control of the situation by keeping hold of the 

equipment / toy being used. For instance the toys used during turn taking should be kept out of the 

sight of the child 

 Demonstrate the activity first so that your child understands what is required to be done 

 If your child is reluctant to take turns, let him have two turns for every one turn that you have 

 If your child is still unwilling to take turns, remove the toy altogether and come back to it later when 

he is more willing to cooperate. 
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